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There already exists many server monitoring and logging systems, but I was interested to develop and
deploy my own. It was also a good chance to learn about ElasticSearch’s aggregation queries (new in
v1.0.0). Originally ElasticSearch was designed to provide scalable document based storage and efficient
search, but now it is gaining more capabilities. The project consists of a cron job which pushes new metrics
to ElasticSearch, a RESTful JSON API to query statistics on recorded numbers and plot the results in a
browser (based on HighCharts).

The cron job is scheduled to produce a new dump of computer’s sensor data, disk S.M.A.R.T. data,
temperatures, disk usage and so forth into a text file on the disk. Then it is parsed by PHP, converted into
a "document" and stored into ElasticSearch. The ElasticSearch’s "schema" is designed to support log items
from multiple machines, multiple disks / machine and so forth.

Figure 1: Aggregated hard disk data (temperature, start-stop count and power on hours) at 5 min, 6 hours
and 7 days intervals. For each data the min, average and max are calculated.

Example graphs are shown in figures 1 and 2. These are generated by a static HTML5/JS file, and the
UI generation is fully driven by API’s responses. The exposed API consists of RESTful URLs such as
/api/smart/6h to get S.M.A.R.T. aggregated at 6 hour intervals.

Figure 2: This graph visualizes that how big fraction of the time disk has been spinning (blue bar) or idle
(green bar). Not having the disk always spinning can save energy and increase disk’s life span, but the
number of spin-downs and spin-ups should also be minimized.

HTTP requests are handled by a PHP script which constructs the corresponding ElasticSearch aggregation
query, transforms the response into the desired structure structure and generates the JSON response.
ElasticSearch is able to aggregate 500k documents in 150 milliseconds, thanks to good caching and an
efficient implementation. It will be interesting to use it in future projects as well. This library is available
at GitHub.com/nikonyrh/elasticaggregator-php.

http://www.elasticsearch.org/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/search-aggregations.html
http://www.highcharts.com/
https://github.com/nikonyrh/elasticaggregator-php

